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BY 
A. HAJNAL and I. JUHASZ 
(Communicated by Prof. A. HEYTW~ at the meeting of September 28, 1968) 
This paper is a continustion of our paper [l]. We shall make use of 
all the notations and definitions introduced there. 
The main result of the present paper (Theorem 3) is a generalization 
of our Theorem 4 from [l] and settles a problem stated there. It says 
that any Hausdorff space with a singular strong limit cardinality contains 
a discrete subspace of the same cardindity. 
As a corollary of this main result we get an almost complete solution 
of a problem raised by J. DE GROOT [8] concerning the number of open 
subsets of a Hausdorff space. Assuming the generalised continuum hy- 
pothesis we get that the number of open subsets of a Hausdoti space 
is always regular and is of the form p+=2p, except if the cardinality of 
the space is a not weakly compact inaccessible cardinal. It is reasonable 
to think that de Groot’s original conjecture fails in this case. 
In the last part of this paper several results and problems are mentioned, 
in which the not weakly compact inaccessible csrdinals are involved. These 
results (Theorems 4., 5., and 6.) -roughly speaking - claim the equivalence 
of the properties examined earlier, in case when the cardinality of the 
space is not weakly compact strongly inaccessible, and some additional 
restrictions are assumed. 
Q 1. In order to formulete our first theorem, we have to introduce 
several new notions and notations. A topological space R is called cm- 
compact if from every open covering of it one can select a subcovering 
consisting of less than m members of the original covering. R will be 
said locally smsll, if it has an open covering % such that the cardinality 
of each member of @ is less than the cardinality of R. 
Theorem 1. Let m be an arbitrary strong limit cardinal and R a 
Hausdorff space of cardinality m. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) There exists a discrete subspace D C R with 
IRI = [D[ =m. 
(ii) R is not hereditarily <m-compact, i.e. there exists a subspece 
K C R such that K is not <m-compact. 
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(iii) R contains a tower of length m, or equivalently R contains a right- 
separated subspace of cardinality m. 
(iv) There exists a subspace S C R with ISI =m, which is locally small. 
(v) R contains a subspace S of the same cardinality, which possesses 
the following property: there exists a system 
{Gt : E-c Q(m*)} 
of sets open in S such that 5 < 7 <IR(m*) implies G, C G, and 
sup* (IG,+l\G,l : 5 < O(m*)} = m. 
Pro of. One can see immediately that (i) implies each of the subse- 
quent statements, since a discrete subspace of power m always satisfies 
the corresponding requirements. 
To see the equivalences it is sufficient to show the following implications 
(ii) --f (iii) +- (iv) -+ (v) --f (i) 
Ad (ii) -+ (iii). Let 9 with l&l =m be such an open covering of K C R 
which does not have a subcovering of a smaller cardinality. Let us define 
~0 as an arbitrary element of K and 00 be any member of $2 containing x0. 
Let E <Q(m), and assume that the points x,, E K and their neighbourhoods 
U, E 4 are already defined for each 7 <5 in such a way that x7, 6 UVr, 
if E > 1;11> 72. According to our presumption about @‘, the system {U, : 11~ E> 
does not cover K, consequently we can define x6 as an arbitrary point 
of the non-empty set 
K\ u {U,: WE), 
and U, as any member of 9 containing xl. In this way the sequence 
(xa : [<Q(m)} can be de&red by transfinite induction, and it is obviously 
a right-separated subspace of power m. 
Ad (iii) + (iv). Let S= (x5 : t<Q(m)) be a corresponding subspace of 
R which is right-separated by the well-ordering indicated above. But 
this fact obviously implies that the initial segments 
are open in S, showing that S is locally small. 
Ad (iv) -+ (v). Let now S be a locally small subspace of R with ISI = m, 
i.e. possessing an open covering ‘42, each member of which has a smaller 
cardinality than m. 
Since m is a strong limit cardinal and S E 92, we can make use of the 
Lemma 7. of [l], which evidently implies the existence of m* pairwise 
disjoint open subsets in 8: (He : t<Q(m*)} with 
sup* {[Ho] : &Q(m*)}=m. 
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But then the open sets 
@e= gc Hq : 6<Q(m*)l 
evidently satisfy the requirements. 
Ad (v) + (i). Let {GE : tc.Q(m*)) b e a corresponding sequence of open 
sets in S C R. We will define a cofinal subsequence {G,, : q <Q(m*)) of 
the above sequence as follows: 
Let GcO = GO and assume that for some v < Q(m*) all the G,‘s are already 
defined for 7 <v. Let 
Hv= U f&r,. 
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Then jHJ<m, consequently lFl<rn, see e.g. [l], 3.2. on p. 345; thus 
we can find an index &<Q(m*), for which 
exp exp I%1 < I%1 s 
The above constructed sequence {G,, : v < O(m*) obviously possesses the 
following property : 
sup* {IG,+,\G,l : v<Q(m*)>=m 
We can assume IG E+l\?&l > exp exp IGJ, which, according to Theorem 2 
from [l] yields us the existence of a discrete subspace 0, C GEV+,\G.+ 
with ID.1 > IQ,\. 
One can see now immediately that 
is a discrete subspace with 
IDI =m. 
8 2. First we are going to give a new proof of Theorem 2 from [l]. 
This proof is considerably simpler than the original one, though it is a 
further refinement of the same basic idea. It will also be very useful in 
the understanding of the proof of our main result, Theorem 3. 
Theorem 2. If R is Hausdorff and [RI > exp exp m, then R contains 
a discrete subspace D with IDI > m. 
Proof. Let < be an arbitrary, from now on fixed, well-ordering of R. 
For every pair of distinot elements x, y E R with x < y we can choose 
a pair of disjoint open neighbourhoods: 
x E U(x, Y), Y E w, Y); wx, Y) n nx, y/)=0. 
Like in the original proof of this theorem, we shall form a partition of 
[R]a, but in a slightly modified way, which, however, will make the proof 
much simpler. 
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Let {cc, y, z> E [B]3 be arbitrary with x < y < x. Then we shall have 
(2, Y, 4 E 4th.?h~’ qz=o, 1, 2, 
where the pair (171, qz), corresponding to {z, y, z} is determined as follows : 
ql=O, iff x$U(y,z)u V(y,z); 
VI= 1, iff 5 E U(y, 2); 
71=2, iff 5 E V(y, z); 
and similarly 
72=0, 8 x$-U(x,y)u V(x,y); 
72=1, iff 2 E U(x, y); 
q2= 2, iff z E V(x, y). 
In this way we get a partition of [Kja into nine (disjoint) classes, hence 
by Lemma 4 from [l] there exists a subset H C R and a fixed pair (71,~) 
(qr= 0, 1, 2) such that IHI >m, and [HI3 C $cgl,Ij. 
Let us consider H with its well-ordering determined by <, which we 
will denote by the same symbol. We can assume that H does not have 
a last element in this ordering. Let D denote the set of all elements of H, 
which have an immediate predecessor in H (if x E D, then x- will denote 
its predecessor and x + its immediate successor in H). We shall prove 
that D is a discrete subspace of R. Evidently ID]= IHI >m. 
Let x E D be arbitrary. We have to show, that x is isolated in D. For 
this we shall prove that 
D n V(X-, X) n U(X, x+) = {x}. 
Assume, on the contrary, that some y fx belongs to the above inter- 
section. It is obvious that y fx- and y#x+. Now we have to distinguish 
two cases (1) and (2), respectively : 
(1) y < x-. Since both {y, x-, x> and {y, x, x+} belong to Ygrh,q,), 
y E V(x-, x) would imply ql= 2, while y E U(x, x+) would imply ql= 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
(2) x+ < y. In this case, because of {cc-, x, y> E Y(rl,,q,) and (x, x+, y> E 
E 4wl.P y E V(x-, X) would imply ye= 2 and y E U(x, x+) would imply 
y2 = 1, which is also impossible, proving that x is a really isolated in D, 
i.e. D is really discrete. 
Remark. If in the above theorem the condition “I RI > exp exp m” would 
be replaced by “(RI =q, where q is a weakly-compact strongly inaccessible 
cardinal (i.e. not belonging to the class CO introduced in [3])“, then the same 
proof would yield us a discrete subspace of power q, since for such cardinals 
the existence of the subset H with IHI =q is ensured. (See e.g. [4]). 
In order to prove our main theorem we shall make use of a result from 
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the partition calculus known as the canonisation lemma. This can be 
formulated as follows. 
Lemma. Let m be a singular strong limit cardinal, and R an arbitrary 
set with IRI = m, and well-ordered by some relation <. Assume that 
[R]k (kc w) is divided into less than m classes : 
Then there exist a subset H C R and a partition of it: 
H= U H, 
b<mI*) 
such that the following properties are valid: 
(1) IHEI=m,, where m,<m for all l<Q(m*), and 
2 mE=m. E<fxm*) 
(2) If t<q<Q(m*), and x E H,, y E H,, then x < y. 
(3) (Canonicity ) If &, . . . , &<Q(m*), then there exists a YO<P) such 
that {q, . . . . zk) E [H]k and xi E HEi, (i= 1, . . . . k) imply 
f a, *a*, ac} E J%( 
(This ~0, however, can depend on the k-tuple 51, . . . , &.) 
A proof of this lemma can be found in [2], 9.2., Lemma 3, where it 
is formulated under the assumption of B.C.H., the same proof, however, 
applies in this more general case, too. 
Theorem 3. If m is a singular strong limit cardinal, then every 
Hausdorff space R with [RI = m contains a discrete subspace of power m, 
i.e. using our symbol introduced in [l] p. 345: 
(9-2, m) + m. 
Pro of. Let < be a fixed well-ordering of R, and for every pair of 
distinct points from R, say (x, y}, x < y, we choose a pair of disjoint 
neighbourhoods of x and y, respectively: 
x E U(X, Y), Y E W5 Y); WX, Y) n W, Y)=@ 
Then, we can form a partition of [RI3 into nine pairwise disjoint classes, 
just the same way we did in the proof of Theorem 2. 
rv= u 4wI.~’ 
5<3i-1.2 
The triple {x, y, z> E [RI3 with x < y < x determines the pair (71, qz), for 
which (x, Y, z> E -f(ql.rh), according to the following stipulations: 
ql=O, iffx$U(y,z)u V(y,z); 
ql= 1, iff 2 E U(y, 2); 
ql=2, iff x E V(y, 2); 
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and 
1;/2=0, iffx#U(x,y)u V(x,y); 
72=1, iff 2 E U(z, y); 
y2=2, iff z E V(z, y). 
Let us apply now the canonisation lemma for this special case, i.e. 
where k = 3 and ~1= 9. Thus we can find an H C R and a partition of it 
H= U H, 
t<Qm*) 
such that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the lemma hold. We can 
obviously assume, that the order-type of H,, by < equals to Q(nz,). 
Let x be an arbitrary element of H, (E < Q(m*)), which has an immediate 
predecessor x- (in HE). We will denote by z+ its immediate successor 
in H. Then obviously x+ E H,, too. 
We shall show now that x is an isolated point of the subspace H. From 
this the statement of the theorem follows immediately, since the number 
of the points x E H, having immediate predecessors is obviously m,, 
consequently H contains 
2 mb=m 
e<Q(m’) 
isolated points. 
We shall show, just like in the previous proof of Theorem 2 that 
H n V(x-, x) n U(x, x’) = (a+ 
Assume that on the contrary, there exists a y#x belonging to this inter- 
section. Then y fx- and yfxf, either. Let 7 -C s2(m*) be that ordinal for 
which y E H,. Now we have the following two possibilities (1) and (2), 
respectively. 
(1) y < x-. According to the condition (iii) of the canonisation lemma, 
for the triple 7, t, E we can find such a pair (771, 74 (~a< 3), for which 
b 6 4 E 4wld’ 
whenever a E H, and b, c E H,. But then y E V(x-, x) would imply qi=2, 
and y E U(z, x+) would imply ql= 1, which is a contradiction. 
(2) CC+ < y. In this case we should choose the pair (71,~) to the triple 
E,5, q in the sense of (iii), analogously as above. Then, however 
y E U(x, z+) would imply 1;1a = 1, 
and 
y E V(x-, x) would imply 7s = 2, 
which is impossible. Thus 
H n U(X, x+) n V(X-, x) = {x}, 
and Theorem 3 is proved. 
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Corollary. If m is a singular strong limit cardinal and R a Hausdorff 
space with /RI = m, then the number of all open subsets of R equals to 
exp m. 
The proof is obvious. 
Remark. According to the remark stated after the proof of Theorem 2. 
the statement of the above Corollary also applies in the case when m 
is a weakly compact strongly inaccessible cardinal. 
Now, assuming G.C.H., we get by means of this Corollary that the 
number of open subsets of any Hausdorff space is regular, i.e. either of 
the form m+= 2m, or (not weakly compact strongly) inaccessible. This 
gives an almost complete affirmative solution of a problem of J. de Groot’s, 
whether the number of open subsets of any Hausdorff space is of the 
form 2m. 
The problem was raised in the Bull. Acad. Pol. Sci., XIII. 8. (1965), 
p. 643. 
Q 3. For the case, when m is strongly inaccessible, but not weakly 
compact, we do not know neither the existence of a discrete subspace 
of power m, nor if the number of open subsets equals to exp m, in a 
Hausdorff space of cardinality m. It is natural to ask, however, whether 
these two properties are equivalent. We think this might be true, but 
we can only prove it in special cases. 
Theorem 4. Let m be a strongly inaccessible cardinal, R a Hausdorff 
space with IRI=m and W(R)=n, where 
n?!<2m (*). 
Then if R does not contain a discrete subspace of power m, the number 
of all open subsets of R is less than 2m. (Then this number is not of the 
form 2~, either.) 
Pro of. Assume R does not contain a discrete subspace of power m. 
Then, according to Theorem 1, (ii), R is hereditarily <m-compact. It 
follows from this that, if B is an arbitrary family of open subsets of R, 
then there exist such a subfamily 5??0 C 9, for which 
u 5’s= u 3, and IgoJ<rn. 
Since R has a base of cardinality n and every open subset can be presented 
as a union of certain members of this base, the number of open subsets 
of R is not greater than 
2 np=n?!f2m, 
v-cm 
which proves our assertion. 
We mention that if m=& and n=&+ where ktw and n< exp m, 
then the condition (*) of Theorem 4 is fulfilled. We omit the proof, since 
it is a simple computation based on well-known facts of cardinal arithmetic. 
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Finally we shall have two remarks and a problem concerning not weakly 
compact inaccessible cardinals (a problem about these cardinals has been 
already mentioned in [l], p. 355). P. Hanf has proved that these cardinals 
possess the following property: if m is such a cardinal, there exists a 
linearly ordered set R of power m, every increasingly or decreasingly 
well-ordered subset of which is of a cardinality less than m (see e.g. 
[7], Th. 1.). 
A. Hajnal has raised the following question: Is it true that for such 
an m there exists a linearly ordered set R of power m, which does not 
contain m pairwise disjoint open intervals! 
We conjecture that the answer for this question is affirmative, or 
perhaps it is independent from the usual axioms of set-theory. It is easy 
to see, however, that such an ordered set in its order-topology does not 
contain a discrete subspace of power m, and also that the number of its 
open subsets is m, hence it is not of the form 2~. 
Finally we shall mention another corollary of our main result, which 
applies to the Darboux symbol 
(VT, W + m 
introduced in [5], and which means that R E %? and W(R) >m imply the 
existence of a subspace S C R with W(S) = m. Now an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 3 and the Remark after the proof of Theorem 2 is 
that 
(W,T2)+m 
is always true, if m is a singular strong limit or weakly compact strongly 
inaccessible cardinal. 
Since in [5] and [6] (Theorem and Corollary of Theorem 5, respectively) 
we have shown 
(W,3-2) +n, 
whenever n is not a strong limit cardinal, the only problem, which remains 
here is whether 
(W,F2) +m 
is true for not weakly compact strongly inaccessible m’s. 
This question is related to the above problems about the existence of 
discrete subspaces and the number of open subsets for such m’s: 
Theorem 5. Let m be a (not weakly compact) strongly inaccessible 
cardinal. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) Every Hausdorff space R of cardinality m contains a discrete sub- 
space of power m (i.e. (rs, m) + m). 
(ii) The number of open subsets of any Hausdoff space R with 1 RI =m 
is of the form 2~ (then it must be eual to 2m) and 
(W,F2)+m 
holds. 
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Proof. (i) --t (ii) is obvious. 
Proof of (ii) -+ (i). Let R be any Hausdorff space with IRI =m. Then, 
since m is strong limit, W(R) >m, hence according to our assumption 
there exists a subspace S C R with W(S) = ISI =m. 
Since m?=m< 2m, we can apply Theorem 4 to the space S, and it 
follows immediately that S - hence R, too - must contain a discrete sub- 
space of power m, since otherwise the number of open subsets of S would 
be less than 2m, which contradicts to our assumption. 
Our last theorem says that under the assumption of G.C.H. the relation 
implies condition (i) of Theorem 5 by itself. 
Theorem 6. Assume G.C.H. and let m be (strongly) ineaccessible. If 
holds, then any Hausdorff space of cardinality m contains a discrete 
subspace of power m. 
Proof. Assume R ~3-2, [RI= m but R does not contain a discrete 
subspace of power m. According to Theorem 1, (ii), R must be hereditarily 
<m-compact. Let $9 be the family of all open subsets of R. Then ‘3 
obviously has the following property: 
(*) If & C ‘3 is arbitrary, then there exists a subsystem &‘s C ~4 with 
Izz’~[ <m such that 
ud= U&4@ 
Now we need the following Lemma, the proof of which does not make 
use of G.C.H. 
Lemma. Let H be any set of cardinality m (where m is strongly 
ineaccessible), furthermore % and a be two families of subsets of H, 
where ‘3 has the above formulated property (*), and there exists an 
n-cm such that for any .9& C g with j&j = n 
Then the family 
(**) IH\ u %J cm. 
&%A’S={BnG: Be93 and GEM} 
also possesses the property (*). 
Proof. Let d=(B, n G a : 01 E A} be an arbitrary subsystem of 
93 A 59, where-for the time being- we assume that ~~li# 012 implies 
Bo, # B,,. Let S= u ~4. 
Now, by transflnite induction, we are going to define a sequence 
(Ft : l<Q(n)) of subsets of the index set A. 
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Let Fs be any subset of A with [Fsl <m and 
U Ga= U aa. 
LWF, a&A 
The existence of such an PO is assured by (*) for 9. Assume now that 
F, is already defined for all q < 5 <Q(n). Then we choose for F, any subset 
of A\ (J F,, for which jFel <m and 
WZ 
u{G,:~IEF~}= u{G,:cx~A\ U F’,} 
rl4 
Thus we get a sequence {Fe : t<Q(n)} of pairwise disjoint subsets of A. 
Let 
We claim that 
F= u (Ft: E<Q(n)}. 
Since I FI cm, m being regular, from this inequality it follows immediately 
the existence of a subsystem &,-, C J$ with 
Idol<rn and u do= u d=S. 
Let x be any element of S\ (J (B, n G,), then 
MF 
XE U (B,n@A 
hence 
a&A\ F 
x E u G,. 
asA\ F 
Considering the construction of the sequence {FE : E-c Q(n)}, we can see 
easily that 
XE U G,, 
DFFE 
for each l<Q(n). Thus for any such 5 there exists an index ac(5) E F,, 
for which x E GatB,, hence 
x $ %SP 
since x 4 B,,E, n Ga,C,, because of 
a(5) E F, C F. 
Now let k%‘s= {Bat5, : E<Q(n)}, then I%] = n, since &<& implies E;, n 
n F,,=B, i.e. 45) #c&9, hence 
Bcw # B&*t)Y 
according to our presumption. But then x $ u SYo, while 
IH\ U a01 cm, 
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according to (**). We also have to take into consideration the fact that 
the above sequence of indices {a(t) : 5 <Q(n)} was dependent on the point 
x. But the number of all these sequences, where a(l) E F,, for all &Q(n), 
is evidently equal to 
l-I I&b, 
E<fea) 
since m is strongly ineaccessible. From this, however, we get immediately 
that there are only less than m x’s of the above kind. 
Now we can drop the restriction about &’ made in the first part of the 
proof. Let Ao C A be a subset of indices such that for any LY E A there 
exists exactly one index 010 E A0 with B, = Baa. Now for any LYO E A0 let 
‘Sao = {G, : B, n G, E d}, 
and let Ga,= v 9Pa.. 
Then the system 
~={B,on~a,:~o~Ao) 
already satisfies the above restriction, hence there is a set of indices 
AO C AO with l&l cm and 
ud= vii?= u(B,n&p,,d,}. 
Let us choose now for any LYO E &, a ga, C $9’&, such that ~~~~ <m and 
One can see immediately that the system of all sets of the form B, n G,, 
where 010 E A0 and G, E ?@% covers u S= u &, and also that its cardi- 
nality is less than m, hence the lemma is proved completely. 
We shall make use of a purely set-theoretical result from [3] (Corollary 
18 of Theorem 43.), that assures us the existence of a system ‘Z of subsets 
of R with the following properties 
a) I%] =m+= 2m, consequently Vs elements can be indexed by the 
ordinals less than Q(m+): 
U={C, : [<Q(m+)}. 
b) If ACR and IAl= m, then there exists an ordinal t(A) <Q(m+) 
such that E> l(A) implies 
A n C,#P). 
c) If %‘a C % and ]%‘o] =~a, then 
In Vol ao. 
We are going to denote by B, the complement of C, in R, and 
3% = (B, : E < Q(m+)}. 
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For every k< w we put 
L@g={B,, n . . . n BE,: BEi ~931, i=l, . . . . k) 
(thus 9&=(R)), and 
g’,= u L!&. 
k<o 
Finally let 
9=@B,A9. 
It is obvious that 93 yields a base for a topology on R, which is finer than 
3, hence is Hausdorff, too. 
We also show that GY possesses property (*), which evidently implies 
that in this topology R is hereditarily <m-compact, too. Indeed, let 
~2 C A+“, then using the notation 
Now we can prove easily by induction on k that 98’r A 3 has the property 
(*). For 
%)AC?f=9 
this is true, according to our assumption, and if we have shown already that 
&ii\ 
has the property (*), then 
gk+l A 9 = i& A (& A 3) 
has it too, since 97 C 9% and 13Y’] = NO imply 
IR\ug[<_;~o 
by property c), hence condition (**) of our Lemma is fullllled with n = ~0, 
and thus it can be applied. 
Now, using Theorem 1 again, we can see that R does not contain a 
discrete subspace of cardindity m in this finer topology generated by 9?!, 
either. 
Since (W, 9-2) -+ m holds, there exists a subspace A C R (in the finer 
topology) with W(A) =m. Then IAl =m as well. 
Since A does not contain a discrete subspace of power m, using Theorem 
4 we get that the number of open subsets of A is less than 2m=m+, i.e. 
equals to m. 
On the other hand, all the sets of form C, n A are closed in A, and 
they are not empty if E> &A), according to property b) of V. Since the 
number of closed subsets of A is evidently also m and m is regular, there 
exists a sequence {&, : @<Q(m+)) of ordinals less than J&m+), which is 
cofinal with Q(m+) such that 
A n Ct,=A n CEO, if ,o, a<Q(m+). 
Let 
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S=A n Ct, 
be this common intersection. Then 
s = n cEQ9 
eeQ(n)*) 
from which it follows according to property c) of V that 
PI G I ,<Qrn.) QEel < ib 
But then JA\SI= m, hence by b) we should have 
(A\& n C, # @ 
for any [ with t(A\S)<t<Q(m+). We can choose, however, such a l,, 
for which [(A\S) <E, <Q(m+), and for this A n IZ’,~=S, hence 
(A\& n Qte = 0, 
which contradicts to our above assertion. This contradiction shows that 
our theorem is true. 
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